The Effect of ‘Noise’ on Productivity
Noise’ In most environments, well at best, annoys us a lot! At worst, ‘noise’ has a profound effect on our wellbeing and productivity.
Noise, particularly those made by other humans rank as the number one distraction in the workplace.

‘Noise’ distraction & memory retention
The more you attempt to multitask, the more likely you are to be distracted by environmental noise.
Research has indicated that multitaskers are not only more likely to have their attention disrupted by noises, but they also find it harder to get their head back into their original task once distracted.

The Effect of ‘Noise’ on Health
Loud sounds and prolonged exposure to certain noises trigger physiologic stress responses in our bodies such as spikes in blood pressure and heart rate.
Research has shown that even intermittent exposure to loud noises can lead to higher long term stress hormone levels and hypertension.

Open plan offices can be noisy spaces!
We can provide you with a wide range acoustic solutions that will breathe new life into open plan office spaces.
Who wants a booming hollow sound in your workspace? Let’s get together and modernize your acoustic space with live acoustic panels!

“You want a great office space?”

“Then you need the right solution for the right situation!”
A Little Bit More Complicated!
For those who need something a little more complicated we provide more specialised custom built solutions.

When we talking about theatres, auditoriums, recording studios or planetariums we have the right custom built acoustic solution for you.

The Sound of Success
Live Acoustics have the answers - perfect acoustics to improve occupant's well-being and productivity.

Who wants a workspace that looks drab and depressing? With a fresh colour palette, live acoustic panels will make your space inviting and inspiring!

Its Time to Meet With Us
Live Acoustics have expertise in the control of noise and vibration as well as the sound insulation and acoustic treatment of buildings. Our experience, encompasses a wide spectrum of acoustic solutions.

We are happy to meet you and have a look at your space and advise on a solution tailored for your needs.

Acoustic Panels made from 100% PET
Polyester fiber acoustic panels benefit from an array of advantages. They absorb reverberated sound, providing acoustic control to lessen the amount of noise in a room. This example can be used as a pinboard in a classroom or training room.

Noise, particularly those made by other humans, rank as the number one distraction in the workplace.

“Acoustics for Offices, Boardrooms, Theatre’s, Auditoriums”

“Geodesic Domes, Ellipses, Broadcast and Recording Studios”
Centralised Pyramid Acoustic Panels

Too much office noise means too much distraction!

Noisy distractions in the workplace come at a price!

Surveys have indicated that at least 30% of office employees identify office noise or the lack of effective office acoustics as a major problem.

Office spaces should function correctly as an acoustically treated space and should look great as well!

‘We can make your office space look great using centralised pyramid acoustic panels’
Too much office noise means too much distraction
Noisy distractions in the workplace come at a price!

Surveys have indicated that at least 30% of office employees identify office noise or the lack of effective office acoustics as a major problem.

Office spaces should function correctly as an acoustically treated space and should look great as well!

Control sound and create design in your office space with offset pyramid acoustic panels that reduce reverb and noise reflections for better acoustic intelligibility.

Let's get together and find the right solution that suits your needs.

“We can make your office space look great using offset pyramid acoustic panels”
SQUARE PYRAMID CUTOFF PANELS

Too much office noise means too much distraction

Noisy distractions in the workplace come at a price!

Surveys have indicated that at least 30% of office employees identify office noise or the lack of effective office acoustics as a major problem.

Office spaces should function correctly as an acoustically treated space and should look great as well!

“Control sound and create design in your office space with square pyramid cutoff panels that reduce reverb and noise reflections for better acoustic intelligibility. Let’s get together and find the right solution that suits your needs.”

“We can make your office space look great using square pyramid cutoff panels”
Too much office noise means too much distraction

Surveys have indicated that at least 30% of office employees identify office noise or the lack of effective office acoustics as a major problem.

Office spaces should function correctly as an acoustically treated space and should look great as well!

Control sound and create design in your office space with tetrahedron acoustic panels that reduce reverb and noise reflections for better acoustic intelligibility.

Let's get together and find the right solution that suits your needs.

“We can make your office space look great using tetrahedron acoustic panels”
Printed acoustic panels
Add high-end design and visual appeal with printed acoustic panels that are innovative and cost effective. A wall covering solution that adds sound absorption and dynamic visual design to your space.

Office acoustic items can optimise the color and style of the office, they are space efficient and highly reverberated sound, providing acoustic control to lessen the amount of noise in a room.

“Printed acoustic panels for any residential or corporate space”

Acoustics with a contemporary look!
Office décor is not overlooked when it comes to acoustic treatment. Office spaces should function correctly as an acoustically treated space and should look great as well!

Who wants a workspace that looks drab and depressing or has a booming hollow sound? With a fresh colour palette, live acoustic panels will make your space inviting and inspiring!

“Entire acoustically treated walls can also be printed”

Your wall your brand identity
A custom acoustically treated wall surface that is printed can really make a dramatic difference to a room. Anything from a large panoramic photograph, a corporate branded image or a design with an inspirational message can create a dramatic look.

Alternatively, choose something more mundane with customised wallpaper look. You get to choose the colours and the effect.

Its Time to Meet With Us
Live Acoustics have expertise in the control of noise and vibration as well as the sound insulation and acoustic treatment of buildings. Our experience, encompasses a wide spectrum of acoustic solutions.

We are happy to meet you and have a look at your space and advise on a solution tailored for you needs.
Double sided hanging panels

Absorb sound on both sides with double sided acoustic hanging panels.

Control sound and create design in your office space with acoustic hanging panels that reduce reverb and noise reflections for better acoustic intelligibility.

Hanging panels in various patterns

Filters sound while at the same time lets light through which creates a unique look and feel.

It also offers a strong decorative element, which can be CNC cut in a number of patterns and colours.

Space isolating acoustic screen

Open plans found in office spaces can result in visual and acoustic distraction. Space isolating acoustic screen addresses these problems effectively.

Hanging acoustic panels suspended from the ceiling absorbs sound waves from both sides making them acoustically effective.

Its Time to Meet With Us

Live Acoustics have expertise in the control of noise and vibration as well as the sound insulation and acoustic treatment of buildings. Our experience, encompasses a wide spectrum of acoustic solutions.

We are happy to meet you and have a look at your space and advise on a solution tailored for you needs.

“Double sided acoustic hanging panels for corporate spaces”

“Acoustic hanging panels cnc cut in a variety of colours and patterns”
Aleviate hollow sounding spaces

Designers of contemporary office spaces have moved away from traditional suspended ceilings to a trendier look with the pipes, ducting and original ceiling deck exposed. Once removed, you are left with hollow sounding acoustically untreated spaces. This poses a problem for office workers.

Ceiling panels for a trendier look

So it’s hard to concentrate in the workplace with all those noisy distractions!

Acoustics is one of the first problems employees mention when thinking about problems in the workplace. Our ceiling panels not only absorb sounds effectively but have a contemporary look and are environmentally friendly.

Baffle rack for busy service ceilings

Acoustic baffles are an effective way of controlling sound, while providing a wide range of design solutions.

Baffles or acoustic baffle rack are ideal for busy service ceilings where space is limited.

Its Time to Meet With Us

Live Acoustics have expertise in the control of noise and vibration as well as the sound insulation and acoustic treatment of buildings. Our experience, encompasses a wide spectrum of acoustic solutions.

We are happy to meet you and have a look at your space and advise on a solution tailored for you needs.

"Geometric tiles come in a wide range of styles and colours"

"CNC cut geometric tile as a great sound dampening solution"
CNC Cut acoustic geometric tiles

Open plans found in schools, office and office spaces can result in visual and acoustic distraction.

Create visually inspiring calm spaces with geometric tiles. CNC cut acoustic geometric tiles come in a wide range of designs and shapes.

There is an option to customise shapes

Geometry acoustic tiles install quickly and easily, thanks to a peel-and-stick-adhesive backing.

CNC cut geometric acoustic tile are available in 40 colours and 5 unique styles plus the option to customise shapes. These acoustic tiles can provide style and acoustic control to nearly any space in a flash.

Functionally sound and decorative

CNC Cut geometric tiles are a great sound dampening solution for any corporate or residential space but also can be a great décor option too.

Get the best of both worlds. Transform a dreary office wall with colourful tile layout combinations to make any space inviting and inspiring.

Its Time to Meet With Us

Live Acoustics have expertise in the control of noise and vibration as well as the sound insulation and acoustic treatment of buildings. Our experience, encompasses a wide spectrum of acoustic solutions.

We are happy to meet you and have a look at your space and advise on a solution tailored for you needs.

“Geometric tiles come in a wide range of styles and colours”

“CNC cut geometric tile as a great sound dampening solution”
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